
      Clothing is the basic need of common people. Many among India’s poor and 

underprivileged lack adequate clothing. Chandran yuva foundation takes a step to 

provide clothes to the children in Universal peace foundation which is located in Tirupur. 

Mainly clothes are sorted out according to size, gender and type. Getting the clothes, the 

children got so happy and we can see that happiness in their eyes also. They changed 

clothes to new ones and shouted to one other with full of happiness that “I got a new dress”. 

The Team Yuva foundation also got happy to see the big smile on the faces of the children.

Among the major contributory variables for spread of 

occasional and vector-borne illnesses in the zone of Anaikatti 

particularly the youngsters, to mosquito chomp as their 

bodies are not covered appropriately with garments. 

Chandran yuva Foundation distributed the total 

new garments to more than 200 living 

families in Anaikatti ancestral and 

rustic regions.

DIWALI

CLOTH DISTRIBUTION

@TIRUPUR & AANAIKATI



          Chandran yuva foundation visited the neighborhood low level sanitary laborers 

and underprivileged workers in trash yard which is situated in vellalore and distributed the 

lunch to them under the correct social distance.

administrator and sewing machines.

workshop for outwardly tested individuals on the 

 towel and shower towel by utilizing the force 

preparation of sewing the edges and logos close by

Chandran yuva foundation establishment directed a 

FOOD

DISTRIBUTION



         Chandran yuva Foundation associated alongside with Ms.Preethiga balaji, the 

chairperson of FICCI Flo, Coimbatore. Directed baking training course for 30 rural region 

women which is held at Chandran Yuva baking skill development unit. Through this 

training it encourages the women to begin a home made cooking business like homemade 

cakes and biscuits which assists with running their livelihood.

BAKING TRAINING FOR 

RURALWOMAN



              A candles and lights loses nothing by lighting another candle. Diwali, Karthigai 

Deepam and Christmas is the ideal time for it. We anticipate raising more for this reason. 

Chandran yuva foundation led a training program for blindly challenged people to make 

lights and candle. Through this program it urges them to begin a little candle variety of 

things to push along their live hood. Their world is dim however they strives to illuminate 

our reality.

DIWALI LAMPS MAKING

By our Visually 

challenged people



           Visually challenged people's are a superhumans, they have done impossible 

things which a perfect Humans can't do. How visually challenged people doing this? 

by only through practice. Chandran Yuva foundation associated alongside with 

Ms.Preethiga balaji, the chairperson FICCI Flo, coimbatore. conducted a training 

program about the basket weaving for the visually challenged person. Through this 

training program it encourages the people to start their weaving business and 

manage their livelihood.

Basket Making

Workshop



Awareness And 

Distribution

of Reusable Sanitary

              Chandrans Yuva Foundation associated with Girlup foundation coordinated a 

missions about Mensural Awareness for women in rural and village areas of Anaikatti. This 

awareness program helps the women of provincial towns to consider how their prosperity 

and neatness which is get affected when they use old garments of clothing as a napkin. 

Foundation also conveyed 5 pieces of reusable pure cotton sanitary Napkins for the 

women in Anaikatti. The sterile Napkins are made with coconut fibers and it will long 

continue going for 18 - 20months. This Incredible napkins are made by rustic women's.



Donation of Clothes to

the Underprivileged

During Christmas Chandrans Yuva Foundation distributed 

gift hampers to visually challenged people and children of 

rural areas. Dr.C Kumar, Managing director, 

KV Institute of Management and Information

 Studies visited Chandrans Yuva Foundation 

and distributed gift hampers.

          Mrs. Priya, the proprietor of Barani pattu center and the ambassador of Vannam, 

visited Chandrans Yuva Foundation on this auspicious occasion. Mrs. Priya distributed 

Brand new garments to visually challenged individuals and the differently-abled people in 

Chandrans Yuva Foundation. The special thanks to Mrs.Priya for her superb handout on 

behalf of Chandrans Yuva Foundation and every differently-abled individual.

Specially Made Christmas Hamper Distribution



Baking Training For

Rural Women

                  Chandran Yuva Foundation associated alongside with Ms.Preethiga Balaji, 

the director of FICCI Flo, Coimbatore. Ms.Preethiga Balaji directed a baking training 

course for 30 rural region women which is held at Chandran Yuva baking skill development 

unit. Through this training, it encourages the women to begin a homemade cooking 

business like cakes and biscuits which assists with running their livelihood.

ASSOCIATED WITH GIRLUP FEMBOTS AND FICCI FLO COIMBATORE

Ms. Varsha

Mr. Packiaraj

Ms. Rekha Of Crazy

Cakes

Our sincere Thanks to

AROUND THE RURAL AREAS OF UNEMPLOYED WOMEN



Setting Up Of Skill

Development Centre

                  Chandrans Yuva Foundation and Ladies circle India Area-7 in associate with 

dharani pumps and motor conducted Bhoomi pooja for new skill development building. 

Through this new beginning more rural women's in various areas can get the opportunity to 

develop their Skills. This Skill development center not only helps to rural women it also 

helps to differently-abled people.

Inauguration With Bhoomi Pooja



Yoga Training Program

                  Chandrans Yuva Foundation initiated a daily yoga class for visually challenged people, 

differently-abled people, and the staff working in the foundation. Yoga practice in the morning helps our 

body to relax and peaceful mind. This yoga session is instructed by Mr. C.Santhosh visually challenged who 

is working in Our foundation.

IK Nightwear Initiative

Chandrans Yuva Foundation started a new initiative which is IK 

NIGHTWEAR label. Through this IK NIGHTWEAR, many 

differently-abled people can be benefited. Visually 

challenged people and differentlyabled people 

manufacture these nightwears. Advocate 

Mr. Anbu chezhiyan, Bar council member 

of Tamilnadu , initiated 



Inaugural Ceremony
Of Go Green Initiative

       Every individual in India needs 450 trees to be grown, but we have only 20 trees, per 

person Chandrans Yuva Foundation started a "GO GREEN" awareness program to spread a 

awareness about planting trees. Our Foundation made a Christmas and new year setup stall 

which is based on "GO GREEN" theme at PVR cinemas,Brooksfield. Dr. Santhi 

Aananthakumar MDS,Msc. Orthodontist, Kovai Dental Hospital. Inaugurated the "GO 

GREEN" booth in PVR cinema's, Brookfield. Guest of honor Mrs. Priya Saran, MD - Bharani 

pattu center, Coimbatore Lighted the lamp



Certificate distribution 

For Kids

       Chandrans Yuva Foundation organized competitions below 12 years children on various 

topics like drawing, singing, storytelling in the topic of "My Hero".The children were asked to 

submit their works through WhatsApp. We always welcome such events which encourage 

children and involve them in such activities. Many children turned out to participate inthe 

event. We had a prize distribution event for the competition participants. we distributed 

certificates for all the participants and prizes for the top 3 winners.



Certificate distribution 

For Kids

               Chandrans Yuva Foundation organized a Blood Donation Camp. Many people who donated blood in this camp 

were Mr.C.Santhosh is a Visually challenged person who also donated blood. He is currently working in our Chandrans Yuva 

Foundation he says, "I take each donation camp as my contribution to society And I take pride in participating in such 

activities also he added 'something in me forced me to volunteer that decision changed theway I looked at myself. I no 

longer felt handicapped. I was able to contribute to the society like any other abled body person," says Mr.C.Santhosh.



We Femmes Super 

Women awards-2021

     Chandrans Yuva Foundation awarded the Women achievers in and around 

Coimbatore District. We awarded the Women entrepreneur and the Women achievers in 

various field. Chandrans Yuva Foundation organized a enormous award functions for the 

Women entrepreneurs and achievers in various field in and around Coimbatore. This 

award is named as We Femmes Super Women awards-2021. This award is mainly focus on 

the Female entrepreneurs and achievers who is being a role model for every women in the 

society. We choose women achievers in every department who has creating their own 

path Differently-Abled women also received this We Femmes Super Women award’21. 

Our award function Guest honored by Dr.A.Nirmala MS(Gen),DSO Dean-Medical c o l l e 

g e & H o s p i t a l coimbatore, Dr.Suma Natarajan MD,DGO,FAGE HOD- Dept of 

OBGYN Ganga Women and child center, Dr.Ganga Devi MD,DFID Metabolic Health 

Physician, Ms.Shalaka Vora Area Chairperson Ladies circle India Area 7 address the 

event then even includes the award distribution



          Chandrans Yuva Foundation associated with FICCI Flo in its goal to empower 25 Rural women in and 

around Coimbatore through skill development training program. Chandrans Yuva foundation and FICCI 

Flo coimbatore, helped 25 rural women and gave them skill development training and also provide them 

training in Spoken - English and Smart-phone application usage, all to provide them as women operator in 

the last mile delivery. Chandrans Yuva Foundation too demanding endeavors in any event, during the 

pandemic time frame to recognize the correct possibility to get these training,and prepared them to turn 

out to be Last Mile delivery operator. During this pandemic situation everyone went to online mode for food, 

purchaser items and business products, the extension is high for women to turn out to be last mile delivery 

operator. These trainings set up helped them find work, be financially free and independent.” “Chandrans 

Yuva Foundation helped that the rural women get preparing to drive bikes, and furthermore made them 

qualified to apply and get LLR and Driving License.”

Chandrans Yuva Foundation 

and FICCI Flo trains 25 rural 

women to independent and be 

financially free.

          “K N Radhakrishnan, Chief and President of TVS Engine Organization and with the Region 

Supervisor and Region Director of the organization foroffering further help After assent, Lotus TVS took 

the endeavors to orchestrate credits for the rural women to get the bike that they would require and 

furthermore arranged for certain percentage of discount. “Through this activity the 25 rural women got 

their TVS Scooty or the vehicle they had picked. with the help of chandrans yuva foundation.

            Preethiga balaji,The chairperson FICCI Flo Coimbatore, Shashikala Sathyamurthy, The 

chairperson, Chandrans Yuva Foundation, Uma Sekar Managing director, Avaneetha Textiles Pvt Ltd, 

Devika Ramesh, Vertical Head, FICCI Flo, Ritisha Nevada, Executive Committee member, FICCJ Flo 

,Vivekanadan, GM, Lotus,TVS together united over the vehicles to the ladies.”



Certificate distribution 

For Kids

                      Chandrans Yuva Foundation organized a Free Medical Checkup in our foundation were it 

benifited our staffs and the locals nearer to our foundation. There were over 50 people were examined and 

were provided with free medication by the doctor. Free medicines were also distributed among locals. The 

specialist doctors did the blood test, blood pressure test, diabetics test etc. The Physician was there to do the 

general checkup. There was also body test done for the diffrently abled people. Body check-ups,diabetics 

checkup treatments were reported in the medical camp.The staffs,Visually challenged people, Diffrently 

abled people and the locals were also educated about the healthy habits and good practices to be followed 

in order to remain fit and healthy. Locals were extremely grateful to the unit for this earnest endeavor and 

requested for more such camps in near future for benefit of the local populace.



YUWAVE & YUSTREAM 

AWARD

       Yuwave & Yustream awards conducted by our Chandrans Yuva Foundation for the 

radio jockey’s, actors & for the editors who are streaming in our Yuwave fm & Yustream 

channel. Yuwave is an online FM & Yustream is a Youtube channel were many young and 

energetic students & volunteers who are working to exposing their talents to the society. Our 

yuwave fm giving opportunities to lot of people to showcase their talents including 

transgender, visually challenged people and differently abled people. This award dedicated 

to the star performers of the yuwave & Yustream. The award function was honoured by 

Ms.Sashikala Sathiyamurthy, CEO Chandrans Yuva Foundation , all INDIA radio SB 

venkatram, Rj Chiyan Radio city, Nakkalites Arun Kumar & Nakkalites Chellappa, 

ArunKanth Movie Director.



Driving the wings

of future
Driving the wings of future: Chandrans Yuva Foundation helping many young children to educate through 

Mind gear initiative. Ms.Nandhini, she is from Coimbatore she has completed her Matriculation studies in G 

Ramasamy Matriculation Higher secondary school. She is promising young energetic athlete who won many 

medals among State level competition. Due to her family condition she can’t able to continue her higher 

studies Our Chandrans Yuva Foundation has came forward to take care of her higher education. The values 

of the education. Furthermore implementing effective education resources for the underprivileged people 

will either bring immediate changes in their state of living or improve their future living conditions, 

Education is the only primary agent which can help individuals overcome income barriers, and expand the 

horizon of the community when it comes to making career choices, personal growth, build confidence, and a 

sustained development in well-being. It is the most supreme and vital parameter for a better tomorrow of 

the Nation. As a result, many professors and educationists lay prime emphasis on promoting education for 

all. Eventhe government has adopted various measures to conduct this practice, thereby adding to the 

development of the country.



BEDSHEET & PILLOW COVER

DISTRIBUTION TO COVID -19

PATIENT AT CIT.

       Chandrans yuva foundation Distributed bed sheet & pillow covers to the covid - 19 

people @CIT. Due to increase of covid - 19 cases all around the country manycolleges and 

halls were changed into corona ward, Coimbatore CIT college has changed into corona ward 

chandrans yuva foundation help temporary covid case wards, By distributing bed sheet and 

pillow covers. Chandrans yuva foundation distribute 100 pillow covers 100 bed sheets to the 

corona affected patients.



INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Chandrans Yuva Foundation 2020-2021 Annual Report

                 Every Tree is completed only with the number of individual leaves it has 

sprouted no matter how much it has been rooted to the ground. Every page of this book, 

every word in every page would have not been possible without the individual contribution 

towards the same cause.

                The Core idea of a change will be starting from every individual. Every individual 

putting a foot forward, will make an entire society/country to move forward. The confidence 

and the motivation instilled in the hearts of the people by the individuals will make the lives 

             The Individual Social Responsibility wing in Chandrans Yuva Foundation is the 

Core, from where the people are getting a life cycle change through the support and the 

efforts put forward by them to make the lives of people better.

Stay Healthy - Save a Life



DONATION DETAILS

Chandrans Yuva Foundation 2020-2021 Annual Report

Medical Camp -  Beneficiaries4350

Wall Beautified For  Sq.ft 10,000

 Sanitary Napkins Refilled In Delivery Wing CMCH8000

Over 3 Lakh Cloth Distributed

Nos of Saplings Planted1,75,000

Say No To Plastic Campaigns -  Cloth Bags Distributed25000

 Hand wash Sinks Provided To Police Department & CMCH50+

 Cloth Mask Distributed75,000

 Litters Hand Sanitiser & Hand Wash Liquid Distributed1000

 Packs Of Provisions & Groceries Distributed10000

 Plates Of Food Donated4,85,000

 People Trained & Self Employed725



YUVA FOUNDATION COIMBATORE AMBASSADORS
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YUVA FOUNDATION WORLD AMBASSADORS
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